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Retrieving a generic variable in C++ This has been bugging me for
a while now. It's probably a basic question, but is there a way to
access a generic variable in C++? I have a function returning a
variable of a generic type. I want to be able to do something like
this Bar b = Foo(); int i = b.getInt(); where b.getInt() is a function
that works on any type. The most obvious thing to do would be
return b, but that doesn't work unless the type of b is specified. I'm
using C++11, if that matters. A: The type of a generic variable is
determined at compile-time, hence no variance will ever be
involved here. There is no way to do what you want, you are going
to have to return b.getInt() or (if you really want to go for the
status quo) return std::type_identity(b). While the Japanese
Railways Corporation (JR) learned from history, and never
sanctioned construction of the Holabird Bridge across the
Tennessee River, the Tennessee Department of Transportation
(TDOT) is learning from it. As a former mayor of Chattanooga,
Tennessee, and a member of the Chattanooga Metropolitan
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Planning Organization (MPO) (which oversaw new bridges across
the Tennessee River from 2012 until last year), I am baffled by the
decision to permanently remove the Robert Lee Piers and the
adjacent bridge, built in the mid-19th century by the Tennessee
Central Railway over its own two-mile freight bridge, from use in
Chattanooga.The removal of this, our first fixed-span bridge to be
built over a public river, would cause tremendous and irreparable
economic harm to the River City. The Holabird Bridge once
replaced the Central Bridge, a swing bridge built in 1898. The
Holabird Bridge was completed in 1953 and
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